Asymmetric warfare is a core method to overcome a stronger more powerful adversary. Combatants can attempt using a strategy that offsets their deficiencies by going after the bigger exploiting their weaknesses.

A good example of this type of strategy is the battle of Marathon, where the narrow terrain of a defile was used to funnel the Persian forces into a battle where their size could not be an advantage. This is in contrast to asymmetric warfare where two powers have similar military power and resources and rely on tactics that are similar overall, differing only in details and execution. Think about Sun Tzu’s "The Art of War! It’s really about "- Sun Tzu, "art of war!"

In asymmetric warfare, you cannot use your size as an advantage! Instead of a banner of links at the top, turn that into an "activism mechanism", of which "education", "resources", "current information"

"education", "resources", "current information" and some measurement of progress provided from time to time on an on-going experience

Also, there should be a brief and concise purpose of the website goals

When you are looking through their changes, don’t look for any readers and viewers can be more organized and explicit. The value of winning the battle comes to many billions of dollars in damages! Had any individual been found guilty so many times, in countries all over the world, it would be more than it may seem on the surface. Some of those who provide input are eyewitnesses of misconduct. We urge people who read this site to report to us (e.g. via IRC) things which need to be covered because only by pooling the minds and eyes of many people can we report on the threats to freedom effective. It really is a group effort."

The blog articles need to be better organized, into a battle plan where a timeline is included

"Thanks for having your blog and taking a stand."

"Especially, those who work against society, civilization and humanity."

Identify who the enemy is, include photos and details

"What do patents do (thinking of how $M applies their patent portfolio)?"

And they continue to be appearing in court, many courts all around the world.

"It doesn’t get them organized or activated. It's looking like a puzzle for them to put the pieces together and they don’t even know where to start!"

A good example of this type of strategy is the Battle of Marathon, where the narrow terrain of a defile was used to funnel the Persian forces into a battle where their size could not be an advantage! The blog articles need to be better organized, into a battle plan where a timeline is included.

"At some point society must ask, what do patents do (thinking of how $M applies their patent portfolio)?"

"Sun Tzu, "art of war!"

"Thanks for having your blog and taking a stand."

"Especially, those who work against society, civilization and humanity."

"What is needed to overcome what denies your victory or success?"

"What is needed to overcome what denies your victory or success?"

"At some point society must ask, what do patents do (thinking of how $M applies their patent portfolio)?"

"At some point society must ask, what do patents do (thinking of how $M applies their patent portfolio)?"

"What is needed to overcome what denies your victory or success?"

"At some point society must ask, what do patents do (thinking of how $M applies their patent portfolio)?"